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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONNECTICUT SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK GRADES PK-12
The Connecticut Social Studies Framework Grades PK-12 is a comprehensive document that
provides a roadmap for teachers to understand what students should know and be able to do from
prekindergarten through high school. The framework assists teachers in teaching content from
the variety of history and social studies disciplines at every grade level instead of teaching these
disciplines in isolation. Integration is a key tenet of this framework — the integration of the various social studies disciplines; the integration of content, literacy skills and application of knowledge; and the integration of social studies with other content areas, especially in the elementary
grades.
Content integration within social studies strands is essential to create meaning from any one
strand. Geographers remind us that “history takes place” so for students to better understand history, they must know something about the place as well as the people and their government, their
culture and their economic systems. These are all significant elements of history. Thus, teachers
are expected to combine Content Knowledge (Standard 1) strands and Grade-level expectations
(GLEs) to develop comprehensive units and lessons. Integration must also extend beyond the
scope of this framework to include language arts, science, art and music as these disciplines
enrich understandings of culture and history and can provide background for a student’s understanding and appreciation of social studies.
Besides the integration of multiple content strands, teachers must also integrate content with History/Social Studies Literacy Skills (Standard 2) to reinforce these skills across the curriculum.
Standard 2 provides specific ways to incorporate literacy skills into the social studies curriculum
in addition to the expectation that teachers provide frequent opportunities to practice and improve reading and writing skills throughout the school year. As students explore and master content, they must improve their ability to locate and interpret information and their ability to share
that information through reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing and presenting. Social
studies information comes in a variety of formats, from text to picture to graph, from newspaper
to blog to geographic information system. Some of these formats may challenge students, but
they need to experience all these media to build the analytical and evaluative skills of effective
citizens. The literacy strands and GLEs included in this framework align with the Connecticut
State Department of Education’s publication Beyond the Blueprint: Literacy in Grades 4-12 and
Across the Content Areas and the PreK-8 English Language Arts Curriculum Standards.

to understanding historical and contemporary issues. Empathic awareness increases from both
knowledge and the skills to distinguish the irrelevant from the significant. It requires teachers
and students to be willing to suspend judgment, weigh evidence and examine other points of
view. At times, it may mean confronting controversial topics. A student must learn about alternative viewpoints in order to build, refine and support his or her own view.
Empathic awareness is particularly important when studying peoples across the U.S. communities and in other parts of the world. Teachers should help students to understand difference, to
accept it when that difference meets the standards of human dignity and rights, and to consider
how to work with situations that many find unacceptable. Seeing an issue through another’s
viewpoint promotes awareness; it does not require acceptance of a different value, culture or
point of view. Global studies experiences can open students’ eyes and minds as a first step to understanding the world with all its opportunities and problems.
It is in this context that every social studies curriculum includes attention to and the integration
of current events as part of the Application standard. Every current event has a historical background and geographic, economic, political and cultural components. This framework leads
teachers to provide opportunities for responsible student engagement with real problems in the
school, community and the world around them. As students mature and gain knowledge, skills
and experience, they need to consider taking a more active part in solving local problems and
weighing in on national and global issues. Since social studies is ultimately about encouraging
informed, active and responsible citizenship, Connecticut’s students must come to see the connections between past and present and between their social studies curriculum and the everyday
world.

Teachers must engage students in applying content and skills to historical and contemporary issues through the integration of the Application (Standard 3) GLEs. One component of application is helping students build empathic awareness along with the ability to apply that awareness
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Integrating 21st Century Skills
Framework Organization
The Connecticut Social Studies Framework is organized around the following
three interrelated standards:
Standard 1: Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is
necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Standard 2: History/Social Studies Literacy Skills
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze,
evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Standard 3: Application Civic competence in addressing historical issues
and current problems requires the use of information, skills and empathic
awareness.
Within each standard, strands identify important understandings. Grade-level expectations are a guide for what students should know and be able to do at the end
of that grade in preparation for the next level. Many GLEs include suggestions (in
parentheses) to clarify what those GLEs mean and show possible approaches to
them. These examples are simply that — suggestions — and are not the only illustrative examples one might choose to use.

A Comprehensive Approach to Curriculum
As described above, district social studies curriculum must integrate the content and skills in this
framework and embed literacy throughout. Beyond this, several other important aspects, including 21st Century skills, culturally responsiveness and developmental progression must be considered as districts develop their curriculum and implement with fidelity. For further information
and assistance in the development of curriculum, consult the Connecticut Curriculum Devel‐
opment Guide.
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At all grade levels and in all subjects, it is essential to provide students with skills and understandings to best prepare them for today’s world. As districts develop curriculum for social studies based on this framework, consider a 21st century learning environment where interactive
learning, higher-level thinking skills, and student engagement are pervasive. Curriculums, teaching strategies and learning tools must be continually adapted to incorporate the changing demands of our 21st century societies. To meet the expectations, students are asked to think
critically and set up and solve real-world problems; they are challenged to create and innovate;
they learn to communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and in a variety of ways; they
use technology strategically and effectively to learn and to convey ideas; and they understand
their part in our global community. Particularly in social studies, these 21st century skills are essential skills and must be integrated into all aspects of the curriculum in meaningful ways.
Culturally Responsive Curriculum
As social studies curriculum translates into classroom practice, it is important to recognize that
students’ cultures play a significant role in their learning. The curriculum and classroom experiences should reflect and capitalize on the beliefs, values, customs and perspectives of the students. The grade-level expectations in this social studies framework provide the basic material
for teachers to promote students’ rich cultural experiences and make connections between students’ home and school lives. Support for a culturally responsive curriculum also means taking
into account the various styles and strategies that students employ for learning, styles influenced
by individual personalities, cultural backgrounds and life experiences. Teachers using this
framework must employ a variety of teaching and assessment strategies that support and extend
the learning styles of the students in the classroom and allow students to be successful. For example, to meet the expectations in this framework, teachers can provide students with opportunities for active and collaborative learning, to choose between making oral or written contributions
or for demonstrating a performance as evidence of learning. Being a culturally responsive educator also requires that teachers examine personal biases and take precautions to ensure that these
biases do not adversely affect the teaching, learning and assessment process. While this framework is ripe with opportunities to develop students’ cultural awareness, it is up to the educators
at the school level to deliver a culturally responsive curriculum.
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Developmental Progression
Development occurs on a continuum, with children first mastering skills and acquiring knowledge related to themselves and their immediate environment. Their skills and knowledge then
broaden to include family, community and the wider world. In social studies, content in the earliest grades must be related to children’s personal experiences and the experiences of those around
them. The introduction of new information should be related to children and significant people in
their lives, including family members, classmates, etc. Teachers need to find ways to increase
children’s opportunities to learn about the wider world to help broaden their skills and knowledge. They should draw upon the personal experiences of all students and their families to expand knowledge of the wider community, the nation, and other countries and cultures beginning
at the earliest grades. In addition, classroom materials should intentionally expose children to a
variety of cultures and diversity.
This framework identifies Grade-level expectations, however, allows districts flexibility to select specific content that must be taught at each grade level. Districts can take different approaches to help students meet the GLEs. The purpose of this framework is to identify specific
standards, strands and GLEs that each student should be expected to know and be able to do,
while allowing the flexibility for individual districts to determine the organization of the content at each grade level.
Addressing Grade-Level Expectations
The content outline that follows suggests how a district might address the GLEs each year,
grounded in present practice, while including suggestions by many who responded to earlier
drafts of this framework. To include more international experiences for young children, add
comparisons to one’s family, town and state in the early grades. For Grades 5, 8 and the high
school, avoid repetition and consider more recent events in U.S. history by creating curriculum
that emphasizes different periods of time. Similarly, for Grades 6, 7 and the high school, arrange
content for world history/international studies to minimize repetition and allow for greater depth
of study of the historical periods and geographic areas selected. The following table provides
suggestions for content to address the GLEs by grade level.

Connecticut State Department of Education
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Suggestions for Content to Address Grade-Level Expectations by Grade
Prekindergarten The individual and his/her immediate and familiar environment, including home, school and community. Use opportunities from the lives of children and significant others to explore the wider world.
Kindergarten

The individual and his/her environment; include more opportunities related to the broader community. Continue to use opportunities from the lives of children and significant others to explore the wider
world.

Grade 1

Family as a context to expand knowledge of geography, history, human interdependence, etc. Include comparisons to families in other regions, states or countries.

Grade 2

One’s town to expand knowledge of geography, history, human interdependence, etc. Include comparisons with another town or city in Connecticut.

Grade 3

One’s town as a context to expand knowledge of geography, history, human interdependence, etc., incorporating international comparisons. This may include comparing the history and geography of
the local community with at least one other town in the United States and at least two towns or regions in other parts of the world.

Grade 4

Connecticut as the context and include comparisons with another U.S. state and a state, province or area in another country.

Note: By selecting comparisons with families, towns, regions and states from a different part of the United States and a different part of the world for Grades 1-4, students will become more familiar with a range of regions in the U.S. and the world during these four years.
Grade 5

Early American History through the American Revolution/Constitution with an emphasis on local history connections and use of primary materials.

Grade 6

World Regional Studies of up to four countries or regions from different continents considering the geography, two selected periods of history, and contemporary cultures of these countries. For example, studying China might include the Han Dynasty, Communist Revolution and modern China. In that Grades 6-7 will provide a student’s first significant exposure to world history, districts should
limit the number of topics and regions in favor of an in-depth study using a wide range of resource materials.

Grade 7

World Regional Studies as a continuation of the Grade 6 program with three to four different countries.

Grade 8

American History from the Constitution through the 19th century with an emphasis on local history connections and extensive use of primary materials.

High School

American History — This required course should emphasize 20th/21st century events with review of earlier events where necessary to provide appropriate background and context.
World History/International Studies — Whether using a chronological or thematic approach, this required course should include a significant amount of 20th/21st century material.
Civics — The half-year required course should go beyond the organization and structure of government to emphasize applications to local, state and national issues.
Electives — Most districts offer economics, geography, social sciences, area studies and contemporary issues.
Note: Advanced placement courses would likely deviate from these suggestions to meet college course requirements.

While the curriculum outlined above is a suggestion, it makes clear that social studies instruction is an integral component of instruction at every grade level. In addition, the teaching of
social studies involves the teaching of literacy skills within the content area. Given the curricular demands across content areas, districts must be integrative and
flexible in devising a balanced curriculum that includes the standards, strands and GLEs presented in this framework and in others. For more information about the English Language Arts
(ELA) Curriculum Standards or the Beyond the Blueprint, please visit, the ELA home page.
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Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7
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relative influ* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 8

High School

1. Describe examples of
conflicts that
have been resolved
through compromise (e.g.,
compromises
over slavery,
social reforms).
2. Describe the
influences that
contributed to
American social reform
movements.
3. Explain how
the arts, architecture, music
and literature
of the United
States reflect
its history and
cultural heterogeneity.
4. Explain how
specific individuals and
their ideas and
beliefs influenced U.S.
history.
5. Compare and
contrast the
causes and ef-

1. Investigate the causes
and effects of migration within the United
States (e.g., westward
movement, African
American Diaspora,
urbanization, suburbanization).
2. Trace the evolution of
citizens’ rights (e.g.,
Palmer Raids, struggle
for civil rights, women’s rights movements,
Patriot Act).
3. Trace the changing role
of U.S. participation
and influence in world
affairs (e.g., trade,
United Nations,
NATO, globalization).
4. Explain the changing
nature of the U.S.
economy (e.g., agrarian, manufacturing,
service, rise of unions,
“green movement”).
5. Assess the influence of
geography on the development of the United States (e.g.,
settlement patterns,
natural disasters, resources, environmental
issues).
6. Compare and contrast
Last Edited 10.6.09
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5
ence of individual events
that contributed to the
American
Revolution.
5. Explain the
significance
of the results
achieved at
the Constitutional Convention.

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

6.

7.

8.

9.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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fects of the
American
Revolution
and the Civil
War.
Examine the
significance
of precedents
established
during the Federalist era.
Analyze the
similarities
and differences between
Manifest Destiny in the
1840s and late
19th century
imperialism.
Evaluate the
impact of
America’s
westward expansion on
Native American nations
(e.g., Trail of
Tears, Dawes
Act).
Evaluate the
impact of the
compromises
made at the
Constitutional
Convention.

High School
various American beliefs, values and political ideologies (e.g.,
political parties, nativism, Scopes trial,
McCarthyism).
7. Analyze the influence
of nationalism on
American society (e.g.,
wartime conservation
programs, immigration
policies, Japanese
American internment).
8. Analyze the influence
of sectionalism on
American life (e.g., urban vs. rural, “solid
south,” “red” states vs.
“blue” states).
9. Assess the significance
of the evolving heterogeneity of American
society (e.g., role of
immigrants, cultural
pluralism, contributions
of minority groups).
10. Analyze the impact of
technology and scientific discovery on
American society (e.g.,
vaccines, interstate
highways, space race,
telecommunications).
11. Analyze how the arts,
architecture, music and
literature of the United
States reflect its history
and cultural heteroLast Edited 10.6.09
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School
geneity (e.g., New Orleans Jazz, Harlem
naissance, Frank Lloyd
Wright, Maya Angelou,
rock ’n’ roll).
12. Evaluate the role and
impact significant individuals have had on
historical events (e.g.,
Malcolm X, Susan B.
Anthony, Eleanor Roosevelt, Martin Luther
King Jr., Ronald Reagan).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

2. Sequence
3. Recognize
3. Compare and 2. Explain the
1.2 – Describe
3. Identify and
3. Identify and
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4. Compare and 4. Compare and 10. Analyze the
13. Analyze how events
events and deevents that
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contrast how
contrast how
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and people in Connectscribe time
reoccur and
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Constitution,
and
the
United
and
the
Unitgration,
Civil
Grasso’s election, Senday, today and
3. Identify and
day and totions
as
it
States history.
Mark
Twain,
colonization,
States
in
relaed
States
in
War
participaator Lieberman switchtomorrow on a
explain the
morrow.
relates to speSamuel Colt,
American
tion to other
relation to
tion, trade,
ing political parties).
calendar to
significance
cific topics.
Harriet
Revolution,
areas worldother areas
manufactursequence
of local histor14. Describe how major
Beecher
U.S. Constituwide.*
worldwide.*
ing).
events
ical sites.
events in U.S. history
Stowe, Nation).
affected Connecticut
5. Use terms
than Hale,
citizens (e.g., Great
such as before
Native AmerDepression, World War
and after to
ican tribes).
II, Civil Rights).
compare
4. Research the
events.
significance
of Connecticut historical
sites.
5. Analyze the
impact of historical
changes on
the state or
region (e.g.,
location of
capital, transportation).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

3. Recognize
6. Examine simi- 4. Analyze how 4. Investigate
1.3 – Demon4. Investigate the 6. Explain the
7. Trace the
5. Explain how a
that there are
larities and
one’s own
one’s own
strate an undernational oriinfluences that
evolving relacivilization/
other cultures
differences
cultural heritfamily heritstanding of
gins of promcontributed to
tionship benation’s arts,
with different
between one’s
age (e.g., holage, making
significant
inent
European extween
architecture,
languages,
own culture
iday
comparisons
events and
individuals
ploration and
England and
music and lifoods, art,
and other culcelebrations,
to classmates
themes in world
(past and
colonization
its American
terature reflect
music, custures to which
dress and cusand communihistopresent) in
in ConnectiColonies
its culture and
toms, forms of
students are
toms) has
ty members.
ry/international
one’s town
cut.
history.*
8. Compare the
shelter.
exposed
changed over
studies.
and examine 7. Trace the naperspectives
6. Analyze how
through pertime.
the influence
tional origins
of England
specific indisonal expeof their heritof prominent
and the Coloviduals and
rience or
age.
individuals
nies relative
their ideas and
media.
(past and
to the events
beliefs influpresent) in
preceding the
enced world
Connecticut.
American
history.*
Revolution.
7. Compare and
9. Compare and
contrast culcontrast the
tural contribufactors leadtions of a
ing to Colonivariety of past
al settlement.
and present
civilizations.
8. Identify examples where
cultural differences have
contributed to
conflict
among civilizations or nations.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 7

Grade 8

5. Explain how a 11. Assess the
civilization/
slave trade’s
nation’s arts,
impact on
architecture,
American somusic and licial instituterature reflect
tions.
its culture and 12. Analyze forhistory.*
eign reactions
6. Analyze how
to the instituspecific indition of slavery
viduals and
in America
their ideas and
(e.g., Amisbeliefs influtad, Liberia,
enced world
English abolihistory.*
tion).
7. Evaluate the 13. Describe excultural conamples of the
tributions of a
U.S. influence
variety of past
on other culand present
tures and
civilizations.
world events
(e.g., trade,
8. Analyze how
wars, Monroe
cultural difDoctrine).
ferences
sometimes
contributed to
conflict
among civilizations or nations.

High School
15. Explain how a civilization/nation’s arts, architecture, music and
literature reflect its culture and history.
16. Explain the significance of globalization
on the world’s nations
and societies (e.g.,
cross-border migrations, economic trade,
cultural exchange).
17. Explain imperialism’s
causes and impact (e.g.,
Ottoman Empire, British
Empire, Soviet Union).
18. Provide examples of
conflict and cooperation in world affairs
(e.g., World Wars I and
II, United Nations,
Common Market/European Union,
World Bank).
19. Compare and contrast
political systems across
historical time periods
(e.g., totalitarian/authoritarian, monarchy, representative
democracy).
20. Compare and contrast
economic systems
across historical time
periods (e.g., command, mixed, market).
21. Compare and contrast
Last Edited 10.6.09
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School
the rise and fall of
prominent civilizations
(e.g., British Empire,
Hapsburg Empire, China’s Qing Empire).
22. Analyze the impact of
technological and
scientific change on
world civilizations
(e.g., printing press,
gunpowder, vaccines,
computers).
23. Analyze nationalism’s
impact on world events
(e.g., Balkans 1914;
1930s Germany/Italy/Japan; Israel).
24. Analyze the causes and
results of political/social
revolution (e.g., French,
Russian, China, 1980s–
90s South Africa, industrial).
25. Evaluate the role and
impact of the significant individual on historical events (e.g.,
Queen Elizabeth I, Karl
Marx, Gandhi, Adolf
Hitler, Mao Zedong,
Nelson Mandela).
26. Evaluate the impact of
major belief systems on
societies and nations
(e.g., religions, philosophies, political theories).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

4. Place familiar 7. Explain the
5. Use map and 5. Compare and 5. Identify and
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7. Differentiate
11. Explain the
hind, next to,
locations in
of
early
contemporary
between absodistribution of
between).
one’s neighAmerican Coissues. *
lute and relaphysical feaborhood.
lonial settletive locations
tures across
11. Analyze setments (e.g.,
(e.g., longithe Earth’s
tlement patcoastal areas,
tude and latisurface using
terns in
mountains,
tude versus
appropriate
different
rivers, plains).
proximity).
maps.
world regions
using appropriate maps.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:
1.5 – Describe
the interaction
of humans and
the environment.

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

6. Investigate
9. Discuss how 7. Identify the
7. Explain the
8. Evaluate the 10. Describe how 12. Describe how 12. Describe how 12. Compare and 15. Weigh the
29. Analyze how a specific
one’s impact
people’s acchanges hueffects of loways in which
physical sysearly colonists
civilizations
contrast techimpact of
environment has influon the immetions affect
mans have
cal and repeople affect
tems (weather
had to adapt
used technolnology’s imAmerica’s Inenced historical develdiate envithe environmade in one’s
gional
the environand climate)
to their new
ogy to manipact on the
dustrial Revoopments in a
ronment (e.g.,
ment (e.g.,
town or
changes hument (e.g.,
have affected
environment
pulate the
environment
lution,
region/nation of the
why we need
why we reneighborhood
mans have
dams, mining,
people’s lives
(e.g., building
environment
at different
industrializaworld.
to pick up
cycle or conand how they
made and how
global warmin Connecticut
materials,
(e.g., canals,
times and in
tion and urba- 30. Analyze globalization’s
toys).
serve energy).
affect the enthey affect the
ing, preserva(e.g., econofood).
dams, landfill
different placnization on
impact on peoples
vironment.
environment.
tion,
my,
projects).
es.
the environaround the world.
recycling).
recreation,
ment.
8. Explain the
8. Explain how
13. Analyze and
transportadifference bephysical sys- 9. Discuss how
illustrate how
tion).
tween mantems (weather
geographical
the environmade and natand climate)
features and
11. Explain the
ment affects a
ural geographaffect people
natural rerelationship
nation/ civiliic features.
and their
sources shape
between the
zation’s ecolives.
people’s lives.
environment
nomic and
9. Observe
and Native
social develweather
Americans’
opment.
changes and
way of life in
examine how
Connecticut.
these affect
people lives.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

7. Describe dif1.6 – Describe
ferent means
patterns of huof transportaman movement
tion one has
across time and
experienced.
place.

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

10. Describe
10. Describe
9. Display and
10. Analyze how 12. Trace and ex- 13. Compare and 14. Compare and 13. Analyze and 16. Analyze and
types of transwhere (town,
interpret the
and why
plain Concontrast setcontrast sigdescribe how
draw concluportation and
state, country)
geographic
people settled
necticut
tlement patnificant world
technology insions on imrelated geomembers of
movement
in various
immigration
terns in
trade patterns
fluenced mimigration’s
graphical feaone’s expatterns of
areas in their
settlement
specific areas
in both the
gration
impact on the
tures (e.g.,
tended family
one’s excommunity
patterns over
of the 13
past and
patterns in a
United States
boats go in the
live.
tended family.
(e.g., religion,
time.
American Copresent.
region/counat different
water, cars
ethnicity,
solonies.
try.
stages in its
11. Examine the 10. Compare and
15. Evaluate the
have wheels
cioeconomic
history.
geographic
contrast the
14. Analyze and
positive
14. Assess how
to drive on
level).
movement of
differences
assess factors
and/or negaideas/religions
land).
one’s examong rural, 11. Analyze the
that contritive impacts
affected mi11. Explain how
tended family.
suburban and
geographic
buted to Euof mass hugration in difone travels to
urban areas,
features that
ropean
man migraferent regions
and from
and explain
promoted setmigration.
tions on both
(e.g., Cruschool and
why people
tlement in
people and a
sades, South
other places in
might move
one’s comnation/ reAfrican trek,
the communifrom one area
munity.
gion.*
founding of
ty.
to another.
Israel).
15. Evaluate the
positive
and/or negative impacts
of mass human migrations on both
people and a
nation/region.*

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

High School
31. Explain how environmental factors cause
human movement (e.g.,
drought, disease, natural disasters).
32. Analyze geographical
influences on the United States’ development
(e.g., settlement patterns, natural disasters,
resources, land-use patterns).
33. Analyze migration patterns within and among
nations.
34. Analyze human factors
that cause migration
(e.g., imperialism, discrimination, war, economic opportunity,
genocide).
35. Compare and contrast
migration’s impact on
the country of origin
and country of settlement.

Last Edited 10.6.09
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

8. Follow class- 12. State basic
12. Explain how 11. Explain how 12. Explain how 13. Explain how 15. Describe our
1.7 – Explain
room rules
classroom,
rules and laws
rules and laws
local governstate governnational govthe purpose,
with prompts.
school, family
help to estabhelp to estabment’s strucment’s strucernment’s
structures and
and communilish order and
lish order and
ture provides
ture provides
purpose,
functions of
9. Explain some
ty rules/laws.
ensure school
ensure safety
basic services.
basic services.
structure and
government and
reasons for
safety.
in
one’s
town.
functions.
law at the local,
classroom
13. Explain the
14. Analyze how
state, national
rules.
reason for
a constitution 16. Analyze how
and internarules related
provides
local, state
tional levels.
to basic safety
structure for a
and national
and fairness.
government.
governments
share power
in the United
States.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

16. Compare and 16. Identify the
17. Differentiate 36. Compare and contrast
contrast difpowers and
the functions
how different national
ferent forms
functions of
(including
governments throughof governance
international
checks and
out the world attempt
in the past and
governmental
balances) of
to meet their citizens’
present (e.g.,
bodies.
the United
needs.
monarchy,
States’
three
17. Evaluate the
37. Analyze the relationdictatorship,
branches of
strengths and
ship between national
representative
government,
weaknesses of
governments and interdemocracy,
using contemdifferent
national organizations.
parliament).
porary examforms of govples.
ernment in the
past and
present (e.g.,
monarchy,
dictatorship,
representative
democracy,
parliament).
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

10. Work collabo- 14. Work collabo- 13. Work collabo- 12. Explain how 13. Explain how 15. Explain the
1.8 – Describe
17. Explain the
17. Compare and 18. Analyze the
18. Evaluate the
ratively to
ratively to deratively to depeople elect a
residents help
the interactions
process for
process
contrast the
factors that
impact of the
develop classvelop
velop and
government
create town
between citizens
making and
through which
roles of citiled to the rise
U.S. Constituroom rules
classroom
justify classby voting.
laws.
and their govimplementing
citizens can
zens in differof different
tion on the
(with adult
rules.
room rules
ernment in the
laws in Coninfluence
ent forms of
types of govlives of U.S.
13. Experience
14. Recognize
prompting and
that ensure
making and imnecticut.
lawmaking
in
governments.
ernments
citizens (e.g.,
the democratthat one purguidance).
fair treatment.
plementation of
the
United
worldwide.
amendments,
ic process
pose of taxes 16. Evaluate the
18. Analyze and
laws.
States
(e.g.,
court cases).
14. Explain the
through peris to finance
impact of specritique ex19. Analyze and
Colonial
govneed for laws
sonal particiservices.
cific Connectamples where
critique exernment, state
and services
pation.
icut laws on
governments
amples where
15. Compare the
constitution).
(police, fire)
its residents.
in other nagovernments
relationship
in one’s town.
tions
have
in other nabetween resichanged
tions have
dents and
through
viochanged
government in
lent
or
peacethrough vioone’s own
ful means.*
lent or peacetown with
ful means.*
towns in other
parts of the
United States
and the world.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

High School
38. Analyze laws that have
been modified to meet
society’s changing values and needs (e.g.,
civil rights laws, banking regulations).
39. Explain how different
factors (e.g., religion,
economic class) contribute to making and implementing laws in
different government
systems.
40. Analyze the relationship between law enforcement and personal
behavior.
41. Analyze the role of
technology, media and
advertising in influencing voting and lawmaking.
42. Assess the role of lobbying and citizen petitioning in shaping
legislation.
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

11. Dramatize
15. Participate in 15. Give exam1.9 – Under14. Analyze when 16. Identify one’s 17. Explain sig18. Demonstrate 19. Compare and 20. Compare and 19. Explain U.S. 43. Give examples of how
roles of auleadership
ples of an instand the rights
an individurights and renificant chaone’s rights
contrast the
contrast the
citizens’
individuals or groups
thority figures
roles within
dividual’s
and responsibilal’s rights
sponsibilities
racteristics of
and responsirights and rerights and rerights and rehave worked to expand
(e.g., teacher,
classroom.
responsibiliities of citizens.
must be lias a citizen
an effective
bilities as a
sponsibilities
sponsibilities
sponsibilities
or limit citizens’ rights
firefighter,
ties as a citimited to en(e.g., voting,
and responsicitizen (e.g.,
of citizens unof citizens
under the
in the United States and
16. Give basic
police officzen
in
the
sure
safety.
paying
taxes,
ble
resident
in
voting,
paying
der
different
under
differConstitution.
other nations (e.g., hureasons for the
er).
school.
obeying
one’s
state
taxes,
obeying
forms
of
govent
forms
of
man rights groups,
functions of
20. Analyze the
laws).
(e.g.,
voting,
laws).
ernment
government
Gandhi, Nazi Holo12. Understand
classroom
16. Describe chaimpact of
participating
throughout
the
throughout
the
caust).
and discuss
leaders (e.g.,
racteristics
17. Predict the
court cases
in
governworld.
*
world.
*
why certain
line leader,
and examples
impact on a
that expanded 44. Analyze the tension bement).
responsibilimessenger).
of good citistate or nation
or limited
tween the need for naties are impor- 17. Discuss rezenship (e.g.,
if people did
rights and retional security and
tant (e.g.,
student
of
the
not
meet
their
sponsibilities
protecting individual
sponsibilities
cleaning up,
week,
comresponsibilienumerated
in
rights (e.g., World War
students have
caring for
munity
volunties.
the
ConstituI Sedition Act, Patriot
to classmates
pets).
teers).
tion and Bill
Act).
and school
of Rights.
community.
17. Analyze how
45. Analyze historical and
one’s actions
21. Debate incontemporary examaffect others.
stances where
ples of the need to enrights and resure human rights at
sponsibilities
the national and interof citizens are
national levels (e.g.,
in conflict
Amnesty International,
(e.g., free
Geneva Conventions,
speech and
U.N. Declaration of
public safety,
Human Rights).
private property and eminent domain).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

1.10 – Explain
how limited resources influence economic
decisions.

13. Participate in
discussions
related to the
benefits of
sharing.
14. Resolve conflicts related
to limited resources with
teacher support.

1.11 – Know
how different
economic systems organize
resources.

15. Identify and
19. Identify and
20. Compare and 17. Compare and 20. Compare and 20. Compare and 21. Demonstrate 21. Compare and 22. Compare and 23. Show the rela- 49. Analyze how governrole-play difrole-play dicontrast procontrast procontrast how
contrast barter
examples of
contrast difcontrast diftionship bements with different
ferent jobs usverse jobs.
ducers and
ducers and
different
and cash exdisagreements
ferent ecoferent ecotween supply
economic systems can
ing associated 20. Describe basic
consumers.
consumers.
communities
changes.
between govnomic
nomic
and demand
influence production
materials.
determine
ernment and
systems in the
systems in the
and the prices
and distribution.
functions of
21. Identify ex18. Discuss how a
21. Explain how
what,
how
and
citizens
reworld.*
world.*
of
goods
and
key communiamples of
variety of
taxes in Con50. Examine how governfor whom to
garding taxaservices in a
ty roles (e.g.,
goods and
goods are
necticut are
23. Analyze how
ment activity (e.g., taproduce goods
tion.
market econpolice officer,
services and
produced.
used to prodifferent ecoriffs, taxes, social
and services.
omy.
mail carrier,
describe how
vide goods
nomic sysreforms) can influence
farmer, merpeople obtain
and services.
tems guide
an individual’s ecochant).
them.
production
nomic decisions.
and distribu51. Analyze how governtion.
ment policies (e.g., taxation, spending) can
influence how people
and businesses use resources.

18. Problem-solve 18. Identify basic 15. Identify the
18. Give exam18. Explain that
19. Explain that
20. Compare and 21. Analyze how 22. Analyze how 46. Describe how a nawhen mateneeds and
resources
ples of goods
when we buy
when recontrast the
resources or
technology
tion’s availability of rerials are liwants by givneeded to fuland services.
something we
sources vary,
availability
lack of rehas influenced
sources has changed
mited with
ing personal
fill wants and 19. Explain how
also give up
so does
and distribusources influproductivity
over time (e.g., war,
teacher supexamples in
needs.
something
wealth and
tion of reenced a na(e.g., cotton
expansion, trade).
people use report as
school and
(opportunity
poverty.
sources
across
tion/region’s
gin,
steam
16. Compare and
sources to
47. Analyze how the abunneeded.
family setcost).
world regions.
development
power, intercontrast remake goods
20. Analyze how
dance or scarcity of retings.
(e.g., diversichangeable
sources that
and services
19. Hypothesize
businesses use
sources affects the
fication vs.
parts).
19. Using examare made,
(factors of
how people
limited renation and the individone-crop
ples, explain
learned, built
production).
use their persources to
ual.
economies).
why people
or grown.
sonal recreate goods
48. Analyze how a govcannot have
sources (e.g.,
and services.
ernment’s resources
everything
spending, savcan be used to influthey want
ing).
ence economic deci(scarcity) and
sions.
describe how
people respond
(choice).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:
1.12 – Understand the interdependence of
local, national
and global
economies.

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

16. Dramatize the 21. Understand
22. Recognize the 19. Explain how 21. Analyze why
difference bethat money is
relative value
different occertain prodtween purrepresented by
of common
cupations conucts are prochasing and
different
purchased
tribute to a
duced in
selling items.
forms (coins,
goods.
marketplace
specific locacurrency, cre- 23. Recognize
(jobs that protions.
dit cards,
duce
goods
that the goods
checks).
vs. jobs that
one consumes
provide serare produced
vices).
in a variety of
locations.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

Grade 4
22. Analyze how
trade among
colonists and
with Native
Americans in
Connecticut
affected each
group.

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

22. Illustrate how 22. Identify eco- 24. Identify eco- 24. Identify and
trade has
nomic renomic reanalyze spelinked differsources in the
sources in the
cific factors
ent parts of
world and
world and
that promoted
the world
analyze their
analyze their
growth and
(e.g., explorarelationship to
relationship to
economic extion, Colonial
international
international
pansion in the
settlement,
trade.*
trade.*
United States.
triangle trade, 23. Analyze the
25. Analyze the
25. Outline how
intra-Colonial
impact of speimpact of spetrade affected
trade).
cialization on
cialization on
nationalism
production
production
and sectionaland trade.*
and trade.*
ism in U.S.
history (e.g.,
roads, canals,
railroads,
“cotton culture”).

High School
52. Explain how trade surpluses and deficits develop.
53. Compare and contrast
free trade and fair
trade.
54. Analyze ways governments and international
organizations can promote or inhibit economic development.
55. Analyze factors that
encourage a business to
relocate to another
country.
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Connecticut Social Studies Curriculum Framework Grades PK-12
Standard 1 – Content Knowledge
Knowledge of concepts and information from history and social studies is necessary to promote understanding of our nation and our world.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

17. Identify simi- 22. Identify cul- 24. Describe how 20. Identify social 22. Explain cha- 23. Compare and 23. Examine
1.13 Under24. Compare
26. Compare si26. Compare silarities and
tural characteindividuals,
institutions
stand the characteristics
contrast difdifferent
similarities
milarities and
milarities and
differences in
ristics of self
family, school
(e.g., Scouts,
racteristics of
that help deferent ethnic
ethnic/cultural
and differencdifferences of
differences of
personal and
and family
and governservice organand interactions
fine an ethnic
groups’ congroups’ cones of cultural
cultural
ethnic/cultural
physical cha(e.g., food,
ment contriizations, sports
among culture,
group (e.g.,
tributions to
tributions to
groups in difgroups in difgroups in the
racteristics of
language, rebute to a
teams) and
social systems
language, rethe communithe settlement
ferent world
ferent world
United States
self and othligion, tradicommunity.
explain how
and institutions.
ligion, clothty and the
and growth of
regions (e.g.,
regions (e.g.,
(e.g., beliefs,
ers.
tions).
they
contribute
ing).
state
(e.g.,
lithe
United
beliefs,
valbeliefs,
valvalues, tradi25. Analyze the
to
the
wellterature,
the
States.
ues,
traditions,
ues,
traditions,
tions) and
need for in23. Compare and
being of the
arts,
politics,
institutions).*
institutions).*
their impact
terpersonal recontrast indicommunity.
festivals, cuion American
lationships
vidual identity
25. Analyze the
27. Analyze the
sine, musocial sys(e.g., family, 21. Identify and
(e.g., beliefs,
relationship
relationship
seums).
tems.
friends, social
discuss how
values, abiliamong culamong culorganizanorms and
ties) with that
ture, governture, govern- 27. Analyze the
tions).
values vary
of peer group
ment and
ment and
contributions
across culand other ethsocial systems
social systems
and chaltures.
nic/cultural
in various
in various
lenges of difgroups.
countries.*
countries.*
ferent
cultural/ethnic
26. Describe how 28. Recognize
groups in the
social, cultural
how values,
United States
and economic
beliefs and atover time.
circumstances
titudes develinfluence inop in different 28. Examine how
dividual lives.
cultures.
stereotypes
develop and
explain the
impact in history and contemporary
events.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

High School
56. Recognize the importance of viewing a culture though a variety of
perspectives.
57. Analyze examples of
the impact of cultural
diversity in different
nations throughout history (e.g., Iraq, the
former Yugoslavia,
Rwanda, South Africa).
58. Analyze the impact of
family, religion, gender, ethnicity and socioeconomic status on
personal development.
59. Analyze the impact of
family, religion, gender, ethnicity and socioeconomic status on
the development of culture.
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Standard 2 – History/Social Studies Literacy
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze, evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

1. Gather infor- 1. Find a rele1. Access and
2.1 – Access
1. Gather information using
vant source of
gather inforand gather inmation with
various
information
mation from
formation
teacher supsenses.
related to a
nonprint mafrom a variety
port using
specific topic
terials with
of primary and 2. Name or
reference ma(e.g.,
book
teacher
supsecondary
terials and
access one
about
a
parport
(e.g.,
artisources includelectronic
source of inticular
topic,
facts,
guest
ing electronic
media.
formation
map
or
globe
speakers,
media (maps,
(e.g., an adult,
to find a locatechnology).
charts, graphs,
a book, the
tion).
images, artiInternet).
2. Gather inforfacts, recordmation from
ings and text).
listening to
and reading
nonfiction
texts.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

Grade 3
1. Gather information in
content areas
through independent use
of reference
material and
electronic
media.
2. Answer questions about
content gathered from
print and
nonprint
sources.

Grade 4

Grade 5

1. Identify the
1. Locate and
difference begather infortween a primation from
mary and
primary and
secondary
secondary
source.
sources.
2. Summarize
2. Identify map
information
symbols and
from primary
map types
and secondary
(e.g., physisources.
cal, political,
economic
products).

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

1. Gather infor- 1. Gather infor- 1. Gather information from
mation from
mation from
charts, graphs
thematic maps
historicaland maps us(e.g., climate,
maps (e.g.,
ing labels and
population,
Lewis and
symbols (e.g.,
GNP).
Clark, Coscale, elevalonial settletion, projecment, Civil
tion).
War).

High School
1. Find relevant and accurate information from a
variety of sources to answer a history/social studies question.
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Standard 2 – History/Social Studies Literacy
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze, evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

2. Share and in- 3. Interpret in2.2 – Interpret 3. Share infor2. Identify and
mation gaterpret inforinformation
formation
explain symthered from
mation
from a variety
from pictures,
bols on the
senses, print
gathered from
of primary and
graphs and
map (scale,
or media
senses, print
secondary
charts.
title, intermesources in a
or media
sources, indiate direc4. Identify and
variety of
sources in a
cluding elections, etc.).
explain basic
ways (e.g., revariety of
tronic media
symbols on
tell a story,
ways (e.g., re(e.g., maps,
the map (e.g.,
create a simtell a story,
charts, graphs,
cardinal direcple graph with
create a simimages, artitions, comassistance,
ple graph,
facts, recordpass rose and
draw a picture
draw a picture
ings and text).
key).
to represent
or write to
an experepresent an
rience).
experience).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.

Connecticut State Department of Education

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

3. Explain dif3. Interpret text 3. Describe an
2. Make infe2. Explain why 2. Compare in2. Choose valid sources and
ferent points
distinguishing
author’s point
rences from
one would use
formation
provide evidence to anof view excause and efof view using
both primary
a primary or
about the
swer a history/social stupressed in ficfect, fact and
relevant social
and secondary
secondary
same event usdies question.
tion and
opinion, main
studies inforsources.
source in a
ing a variety
3. Cite evidence from a
nonfiction
idea and supmation (e.g., 3. Assess an auspecific conof primary
source to determine an
materials.
porting deeditorials).
text.
sources.
thor’s purpose
author’s purpose and intails.
4. Compare and
4. Compare and
and point of
3. Assess an au- 3. Assess primatended audience.
summarize in- 4. Distinguish
contrast inview and rethor’s purpose
ry and sec4. Analyze and explain
formation
between useformation
spond in literand point of
ondary
multipurpose visual mafrom political
ful and irreleprovided by
al, critical and
view and resources, interials (e.g., graphic
and physical
vant
primary and
evaluative
spond in litercluding Intermaps, pictographs).
maps by using
information.
secondary
ways.*
al, critical and
net sources, to
5. Interpret social/political
map symbols.
sources.
evaluative
determine ac4. Understand
messages of cartoons.
ways.*
curacy and va5. Compare and
5. Interpret inand explain
6.
Detect bias in data prelidity.
summarize information
historical con- 4. Interpret maps
sented in various forms.
formation
from various
tent using
and charts to 4. Detect and
from charts
map types usmaps.
draw concluanalyze propand graphs.
ing map symsions about
aganda, cenbols.
historical
sorship and
events.
bias.
5. Evaluate the
credibility of a
speaker (e.g.,
hidden agendas, slants or
biases).
6. Analyze maps
and charts to
support conclusions about
historical
events.
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Standard 2 – History/Social Studies Literacy
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze, evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Students will
be able to:

PK

4. Express per2.3 – Create
sonal events
various forms
related to soof written
cial studies
work (e.g.,
topics using
journal, essay,
pictures and
blog, Web
letter-like appage, broproximations.
chure) to demonstrate an
understanding
of history and
social studies
issues.

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

3. Draw and
write in journals to reflect
on one’s own
histories.

5. Write to describe one’s
personal experiences as
they relate to
social studies
topics.

3. Write to describe historical events,
people and/or
places.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

6. Create written 5. Create written 6. Create written 5. Create written 5. Create written 7. Create written 7. Create written work (e.g.,
work (e.g.,
work (e.g.,
work (e.g.,
work (e.g.,
work expresswork (e.g.,
electronic medium or
reports,
news articles,
historical ficpersuasive or
ing more than
brochure or
persuasive pieces) that
poems) based
brochure) to
tion essays)
informational
one point of
political caranalyzes a historical
on informadescribe hisusing primary
pieces) that
view, (e.g.,
toon) that exevent, place or person ustion gathered
torical events,
sources (e.g.,
incorporates
perspective
presses a
ing various news media
on a social
people and/or
newspaper arresearch and
from a historpersonal opisources.
studies topic,
places using
ticle, formal
information to
ical figure’s
nion on a his- 8. Compose a thesis stateciting one
evidence.
essay, poetry,
describe a
viewpoint or
torical event
ment using primary and
source.
play).
social
studies
persuasive
or social stu6. Organize insecondary sources.
event or issue.
piece) and
dies issue and
7. Organize information in
7. Organize in9. Prepare a research paproperly cite
support it
formation in
outlines and
formation in
6. Organize inper/project using primary
evidence.
with relevant
graphic orgagraphic orgaoutlines and
formation in
and secondary sources
evidence.
nizers.
nizers.
graphic orgaoutlines and
6. Organize inand properly cite evinizers.
graphic orgaformation in
8. Organize and
dence.
nizers.
outlines and
cite evidence
graphic orgafrom primary
nizers.
and secondary
sources to
support conclusions in an
essay.
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Standard 2 – History/Social Studies Literacy
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze, evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

5. Share person- 4. Share person- 6. Participate in 4. Present basic 8. Present in2.4 – Demonal experiences
al past and fugroup discusinformation
formation gastrate an abilithrough group
ture events or
sions of past
about past or
thered on a
ty to
discussions
experiences
or present
present
social studies
participate in
and dramatithrough group
events, people
events, people
topic with
social studies
zation.
discussions
and/or places.
and/or places.
clarity, voice
discourse
and dramatiand fluency.
through in5. Ask for clarization.
formed discusfication and
9. Respond to
sion, debate
explanation
questions reand effective
on social stulated to inoral presentadies topics.
formation
tion.
presented. .

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

7. Respond ap8. Debate con7. Respond oral- 7. State and de- 9. Orally present 10. Prepare formal oral arpropriately in
flicting points
ly to opposing
fend points of
information
guments using relevant
a discussion,
of view on
points of view
view using reon social stuevidence to defend a
both listening
historical isand cite aplevant evidies events or
point of view.
and participatsues or events
propriate evidence.
issues and
11. Ask relevant questions
ing, with releusing evidence.
support with
related to social stuvant
dence.
primary and
dies/history to initiate,
information
secondary
9. Give oral
extend or debate a point
and/or quesevidence.
presentations
of view.
tions.
on social stu10. Participate in
8. Present indies events or
formal deformation
issues and use
bates on isorally and anevidence from
sues related to
swer quesmore than one
social studies.
tions about a
source.
social studies
topic.
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Standard 2 – History/Social Studies Literacy
Competence in literacy, inquiry and research skills is necessary to analyze, evaluate and present history and social studies information.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

6. Represent
5. Represent
2.5 – Create
geographic or
geographic or
and present recommunity
community
levant social
locations uslocations, instudies mateing classroom
cluding relerials using
materials
vant details,
both print and
(e.g., use
using classelectronic meblocks to
room matedia (e.g., maps,
build a
rials.
charts, models,
school, make
displays).
a hill out of
sand, draw a
picture of
one’s house).

Grade 1

Grade 2

7. Create simple
representations (e.g.,
maps, dioramas, models)
of human and
natural features in one’s
immediate
environment.

6. Create visual
presentations
on social studies topics
(e.g., poster,
chart, picture,
timeline).

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

10. Prepare maps 9. Prepare accu- 10. Create maps
of one’s town
rate charts or
of the United
depicting regraphs depictStates (e.g.,
levant inforing relevant
physical feamation.
social studies
tures, immiinformation
gration,
11. Create time(e.g.,
immisettlement,
lines of imgration,
exhistorical
portant events
ports,
imports,
events).
in one’s town
population
or communi11. Create timegrowth).
ty.
lines of significant
events from a
historical period.

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

8. Create maps
8. Create maps
11. Present persu- 12. Create relevant visual
of areas, reof areas, reasive pieces
social studies materials
gions or nagions or naon historical
(e.g., maps, political cartions and
tions and
questions and
toons, charts, Web pagprovide releprovide releuse appropries) to support an essay or
vant informavant informaate visual evioral report.
tion.*
tion.*
dence.
13. Create multipurpose vis9. Present social 9. Compare two
uals (e.g., graphic maps,
studies topics
counpictographs) to present
using visual
tries/regions
information.
forms of evior two histor14. Represent information in
dence (e.g.,
ical periods in
various formats.
maps, picthe same
tures, porcountry/retraits, graphs).
gion using
visual repre10. Make and use
sentations
maps, globes,
(e.g., charts,
models and
maps,
databases to
graphs).
analyze spatial distributions and
patterns.
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Standard 3 – Application
Civic competence in addressing historical issues and current problems requires the use of information, skills and empathic awareness.
Students will
be able to:
3.1 – Use evidence to identify, analyze and
evaluate historical interpretations.

PK
1. Identify basic
emotions in
self and others.

K

Grade 1

1. Predict how
1. Describe difanother perferent points
son might feel
of view of an
given a simevent.
ple scenario.

Grade 2
1. Explain why
there are different points
of view of an
event.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 3

Grade 4

1. Use evidence 1. Evaluate the
to examine
evidence redifferent
lated to difpoints of view
ferent points
of an event.
of view of an
event.

Grade 5
1. Identify and
explain different points
of view about
a historical
event (cause
and effect).
2. Make and
support
judgments
about the
quality of information in
text material.

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

1. Evaluate the
1. Use evidence 1. Compare and 1. Use evidence to develop
impact of histo describe
contrast two
an interpretation of a
torical backand/or predict
or more interhistorical event.
ground on a
the impact of
pretations of a 2. Evaluate primary and
specific event
history on a
historical
secondary interpretaor issue.
nation’s polievent.
tions of a historical
cies or beha- 2. Cite evidence
2. Evaluate the
event.
vior.
quality of
to support
3. Use evidence to assess
evidence from 2. Evaluate the
and/or critithe role of tradition and
various
quality of
que a histocustoms on an individual
sources supevidence from
rian’s
or group’s choicporting a
various
interpretation
es/decisions.
point of
sources supof an event.
4. Predict how alternative
view.*
porting a
actions by individuals or
point of
groups might have
view.*
changed a historical outcome.
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Standard 3 – Application
Civic competence in addressing historical issues and current problems requires the use of information, skills and empathic awareness.
Students will
be able to:
3.2 – Analyze
and evaluate
human action in
historical
and/or contemporary contexts
from alternative
points of view.

PK

K

Grade 1

N/A

N/A

2. Give examples of how
people’s feelings and
views can
change over
time.

Grade 2

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

2. Predict how
2. Discuss vari- 2. Cite evidence 3. Analyze why 3. Compare and 3. Compare,
3. Analyze the
another perous points of
to explain the
people might
contrast how
contrast and
options availson might feel
view related
various feelhave different
two or more
evaluate two
able to an inin a historical
to a historical
ings/points of
points of view
groups or naor more views
dividual in a
and/or consituation.
view of
on a national
tions might
of a contemhistorical or
temporary
people
in
a
contemporary
view
a
historporary
nacontemporary
3. Predict varisituation.
historical
sitissue.
ical
or
contional
issue
situation.
ous points of
uation.
temporary
(e.g.,
immi3. Analyze how
view people
4. Describe
4. Justify why
issue.
gration, econa situation afmight have on 3. Predict variviews and
people might
omy, energy,
fects the way
a contempoous points of
feelings of
4. Cite evidence
have different
civil libera person will
rary issue (loview people
people in the
to summarize
points of view
ties).
feel.
cal level).
might have on
past (e.g., slathe feelings
on a historical
a contempovery, Colonial
and outlook
4. Explain the
or contemporary issue.
reaction to
of people enpoint of view
rary issue.
British regugaged in a
of people enlations and
historical
gaged in a
taxes) using
event (e.g.,
historical
personal eximmigrant
event (e.g.,
perience
experience,
immigrant
and/or outside
wartime expeexperience,
readings.
riences).
wartime experiences) using primary
sources.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 3

High School
5. Develop criteria for
judging the actions or
policies of an individual
or group in the past.
6. Portray the attitudes reflected in a historical period using a variety of
writing formats (eulogy,
editorial, diary).
7. Develop criteria to evaluate alternative viewpoints on a
contemporary issue.
8. Analyze how one’s historical memory can contribute to one’s view of a
contemporary issue or
event.
9. Cite examples and analyze how people and/or
personal accounts can
influence historical
memory.
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Standard 3 – Application
Civic competence in addressing historical issues and current problems requires the use of information, skills and empathic awareness.
Students will
be able to:

PK

K

3.3 - Apply ap- 2. Participate in 2. Solve conteacher-led
flicts and
propriate hisdiscussion to
classroom istorical,
generate solusues using
geographic, potions to classappropriate
litical, economic
room
strategies.
and cultural
problems or
concepts and
situations.
methods in
proposing and
evaluating solutions to contemporary
problems.

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 4

3. Identify con- 4. Identify a lo- 4. Identify a con- 4. Analyze
temporary iscal contempotemporary isarticles from
sues and
rary issue and
sue and
appropriate
analyze one’s
participate in
develop a
sources that
responsibility
a class or
plan for repropose solufor resolving
schoolwide
solving the istions to conthem (e.g., reresolution of
sue (e.g.,
temporary
cycling, nutrithe identified
recycling,
issues.
tion, safety).
issue (e.g., rehelping with a
cycling, nutrisocial need,
tion, safety).
nutrition,
safety).
5. Participate in
implementing
a plan in
one’s class or
school that
addresses an
identified
contemporary
issue.

* This grade-level expectation will be applied to the study of different countries/regions in Grade 6 and Grade 7.
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Grade 3

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

High School

5. Predict how a 5. Identify and
5. Compare,
5. Develop a
10. Evaluate a proposed socurrent issue
evaluate the
contrast and
plan of action
lution to a contemporary
or event
significance
evaluate the
to provide a
political, economic,
might affect
of any one
significance
solution to a
geographone’s life.
factor inof any one
local, state or
ic/environmental or sofluencing
a
factor
innational
issue.
cial problem.
6. Assess the pocontemporary
fluencing
a
tential impact
6. Compare and 11. Research a current issue
event.
contemporary
of proposed
contrast possand predict an outcome
event.
solutions to
ible solutions
using relevant geographcontemporary
to a current
ic, political, economic,
issues.
issue citing
cultural and historical
relevant inevidence.
formation.
12. Formulate a historical
question and devise a research procedure that
would lead to an answer.
13. Devise a plan to resolve
a local contemporary issue and develop a proposal for
implementation.
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